Speech-to-Singing refers to techniques that transform speech to a singing voice. A major performance factor of this process relies on the precision to align the phonetic sequence of the input speech to the timing of the target singing. Unfortunately, the precision of existing techniques for phone-level lyrics-to-audio alignment has been found insufficient for this task. We propose a complete pipeline for automatic phone-level lyrics-to-audio alignment based on an HMM-based forced-aligner and singing acoustics normalization. The system obtains phone-level precision in the range of a few tens of milliseconds as we report in the objective evaluation. The subjective evaluation reveals that the smoothness of the singing voice generated with the proposed methodology was found close to the one obtained using manual alignments. Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed system for lyricsto-audio alignment. It includes a pre-processing step in which the audio and the lyrics are prepared for alignment. The main processing block can be seen in the forced-aligner which is
Introduction
Current state-of-the-art of Text-to-Speech technology (TTS) producing highly natural speech brings the old challenge of singing voice generation with renewed enthusiasm. Although there exists valuable work on singing synthesis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , including successful commercial products such as [7] , the automatic generation of natural-like singing voice is still an open topic under study. An alternative for singing synthesis can be seen in Speech-To-Singing (STS) approaches in which a spoken version of the lyrics of a singing sequence is transformed into a sung version [8, 9] . A transformation of this nature relies greatly in properly aligning the input speech to match the timing (e.g. duration) and pitch of the target singing. Lyrics-to-audio alignment deals with the automatic synchronization between music and lyrics with several consumer-oriented applications such as lyrics display functions in karaokes [10] , content-based music information retrieval [11] and the generation of audio thumbnails [12] . In these applications, time synchronization at a lyrics line or phrase level is sufficient and automatic methods may provide a convenient solution. However, for STS purposes, precise phone-level alignment generally requires human verification [13] . It has been observed that timing errors in the order of a few tens of milliseconds may produce perceived artifacts in the generated singing voice.
A common approach for lyrics-to-audio alignment is the use of a Forced-Aligner (FA) based on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) techniques [14] [15] [16] . The Acoustic Model (AM) is typically trained on large speech datasets. However, ASR resources are not optimized for singing voices, which have higher variation of phoneme duration and contains in general larger vocal phenomena than speech (in terms of pitch range, pronunciation, voice quality, vibrato, etc.). The availability of large a capella singing corpora for AM training is limited, and the amount of available data is only suitable for AM adaptation [17] . The work in [18] proposes to transform speech training data into 'song-like' using time stretching and pitch shifting. Recently in [19] the authors proposed a novel method to obtain segments of singing voice aligned to their corresponding lyrics, using Google speech-to-text API and a lyrics matching algorithm. They used this data to adapt the AM for automatic transcription of sung lyrics. Many works on lyrics-to-audio alignment deals with polyphonic audios where the singing voice is mixed with musical instruments. In this case audios are preprocessed by a singing isolation algorithm prior to FA [20, 21] . Unfortunately, voice isolation algorithms may not remove all the instrumental content and usually modify the original voice spectrum, which reduce the performance of the ASR-based FA.
Alternative approaches rely in the use of musical structure information such as chords and chorus [22] [23] [24] . For instance, [12] proposes the integration of a chord-to-audio alignment method with an ASR-based system. However, such methods are more suitable for singing mixed with instrumental accompaniment. Others focus on the alignments of vowels. For instance, the work in [25] combines non-negative matrix factorization and canonical time warping to discover repetitive acoustic patterns of vowels. In [26] the authors proposed to train vowel likelihood models to identify vowels and then to align syllables. This approach can be useful for applications where word or line level alignment is sufficient but not for STS where accurate timing of both vowels and consonants is required.
Our primary goal is STS processing, and more in particular, the template-based schema presented in [27] in which an a capella performance of the target singing, denoted as "template", is used to guide the transformation [28] . Since we have access to clean a capella recordings as templates, the voice separation step is not required. However, phone-level timing precision is required to properly align the acoustic information between speech and singing sequences since misalignments larger than a few tens of milliseconds may be audible or result in artifacts at the singing sequence generated as output. Accordingly, we present in this paper a novel method to increase the precision of ASR-based lyrics alignment based on: a) bringing the main acoustic conditions of singing (e.g. pitch, vocal-tract) closer to those of speech, b) adjusting the duration model of a speech-based forced-aligner, c) training an AM with two silence models, and d) applying silence correction. As a result our alignment system outperforms scores of a baseline ASR system given the results of a study conducted on Chinese songs. One of the main aspects limiting the performance of acoustic models trained on speech for the lyrics-to-audio alignment can be seen in a significant variation of the spectral information given by the change of the vocal-tract and excitation conditions of singing voices. Studies as [29] [30] [31] denote that phenomena such as the singer formant and a progression of both source and filter conditions of the vocal system across singing pitch ranges have an impact in the featured spectra. Note that whereas average pitch values of male and female speech can be typically found within a range near 110 Hz and 210 Hz respectively, the corresponding values may jump to 250 Hz and 350 Hz and beyond given our informal observations on pop-music singing. We also observed that higher pitch singing was in general worse aligned resulting in notably lower performance scores on female singing than on male ones. We therefore apply a pre-processing step to perform a global normalization of source and filter conditions on female singing voice to bring both pitch and main spectral features closer to speech ranges. Pre-processing consists of decreasing the pitch one octave (i.e. one half of its value) and applying a fixed global frequency warping transformation to also adjust the perceived timbre to a male voice range [32] . Note that the frequency warping transformation was fixed for all female voices since a precise adjustment was not found to significantly impact the overall performance. Pitch estimations are performed using the Spectral Amplitude Autocorrelation (SAC) algorithm described in [33] .
Finally, given the pitch range differences between speech and singing we also investigated the effect of the analysis window used for FA. Since three to four periods length is typically accepted as a sufficient criterion for spectral envelope estimation we adjusted the window size in the proposed system from 25 to 10 ms after having observed higher scores in our experiments for both male and female voices. Figure 2 shows an example of the alignment of a female singing voice with the system proposed in this paper. The first phone sequence (REF) shows the ground truth boundaries (manually annotated), the second one (ORI) shows the boundaries obtained from the original audio, and the third one (PRE) shows the boundaries obtained from the transformed audio. Pitch estimation is presented on the lower panel. Whereas the alignment fails with the original audio, precision notably increases on the transformed audio.
Lyrics
Alignment is performed at the phone-level with optional silence insertions between syllables, which was found experimentally to be the best suited for singing voices. Thus, a syllable transcription of the input word sequence is obtained using a text analyzer. In addition, a syllable-to-phone lexicon is generated with the syllables contained in each particular song. The lexicon is used by the FA to map syllables to phones.
DNN-HMM Forced-aligner
The alignment is based on a DNN-HMM speech recognizer and is performed on the audio of the whole song. The Viterbi algorithm is used to align the acoustic features to the text. The inputs are the pre-processed audio, the pre-processed lyrics, and a pretrained AM. The proposed FA includes AM speaker adaptation. In addition, the standard HMM topology is modified to improve vowel alignment.
Acoustic model
A tri-phone DNN-HMM AM is trained on top of a GMM-HMM system using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) and delta features. The dimension of the feature vector is reduced to 40 using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and then Maximum Likelihood Linear Transform (MLLT) is applied for each speaker. Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) [34] is performed. The DNN model is trained on top of the SAT model with the same set of training data. The DNN configuration and training algorithm are described in [35] . To train the AM we used two types of speech corpora, an ASR corpus and a TTS corpus. The main difference is that ASR corpora are designed to train robust ASR systems and contain noisy speech data, while TTS corpora are designed to train TTS systems and hence contain clean speech.
Alignment is performed on the whole song and no Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is used to detect speech segments. Thus, songs may contain long silences, for instance, at the beginning of a song, or between a chorus and the verse, which are longer that optional silences found between speech units. To improve the alignment of those long silences, we train a different silence model considering silences longer than 0.5 s. Long silences are explicitly annotated in the training corpus using a VAD to detect long silences at the beginning and at the end of each training utterance. During lyrics alignment, the position of long silences are manually annotated into the lyrics, at the beginning, end, and between choruses.
Modified HMM transition probabilities to increment vowel duration
The left-right HMM topology for the phones contains three emitting states. The transition probabilities control the way the hidden state at time t is chosen given the hidden state at time t − 1. Each state has two types of transition probabilities: the self-loop transition probability associated with self-state transition (PSL) and the left-to-right transition probabilities associ- ated with transitions to the next states (PLR). We can apply different scales to the self-loop and left-to-right probabilities. Let us define p and q as the initial self-loop and left-to-right transitions probabilities, and a and b their respective scales. Since our HMM topology has a single output transition, p + q = 1 and b = 1. According to this, the transition log-probabilities can be expressed as:
Considering that self-loop probabilities are higher than left-toright probabilities, the increment of the self-loop scale a increments the probability associated with a transition to the same state, which forces the phones to be longer. In our system we propose to apply a different self-loop scale to vowels and consonants to allow the FA to produce longer vowels than the ones learnt during training from speech data, thus improving the alignment of singing vowels.
Alignment steps
During alignment, a 2-pass decoding strategy is used, involving Feature-space Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (fM-LLR) speaker adaptation [36] . Figure 3 shows the alignment procedure, which is performed in four steps. First, the LDA+MLLT acoustic features are extracted from input audio. Second, speaker-independent forced-alignment is performed. Then the AM is adapted to the current speaker using the obtained phonetic alignment, and finally speaker-adapted forced alignment is performed. Forced-alignments are based on the Viterbi algorithm.
Post-processing
After analyzing the output of the FA, we found some systematic errors that can be corrected in a post-processing step. We focus on errors that affect the quality of the generated singing voice the most. One of the most problematic error pattern is when optional silences span over voiced phones, bringing a perceived degradation at the beginning and ending parts. Voiced segments are characterized by having perceptible pitch values, whereas silence segments should have pitch values close to zero. We propose to use a pitch estimator to correct the boundaries of optional silences. When pitched frames are found inside a silence and next to any of its boundaries, they are appended to the adjacent phone in case that it is a voiced phone. This adjustment does not introduce important improvements in alignment metrics but it does improve the quality of the generated singing voice, according to informal listening tests that we conducted.
Experimental work
To our knowledge, only few studies of lyrics-to-audio alignment have been conducted on Chinese songs [37, 38] . Our evaluation singing voice corpus is composed of 16 mandarin pop songs, 9 male voices and 7 female voices, with a total of 67 minutes of [39] to build our ASR system. Two different AMs are trained. The first one is trained with the GALE corpus [40] which is an ASR corpus comprised of approximately 134 hours of Mandarin Chinese broadcast news speech. The second AM is trained on the RASC863 corpus [41] , which is a multi-speaker TTS corpus composed of 25 hours of spontaneous and read speech. The silence probability is set to 0.2, the self-loop scale for consonants is 0.1 and for vowels 0.5. These optimal values were found experimentally.
Objective evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of the automatic alignments, the 16 songs in the corpus have been manually annotated by professional native linguists. The metric used to evaluate the quality of the alignments is the F-score, which reflects the number of phones matching inside a match window of a determined length. With a default match window of 100 ms, a phone matches when the addition of the onset and offset mismatch with respect to the manual annotations is lower than 100 ms. In addition, we include the metrics used in the Automatic Lyricsto-Audio Alignment task of MIREX 2018 challenge (Mandarin pop dataset) [42] : Average Absolute Error (ASE), Percentage of Correct Segments (PCS), and Percentage of Correct Estimates according to a Tolerance Window of 0.3 s (PCETW). Table 1 shows the mean F-score calculated with a 100 ms match window obtained with different versions of the FA system. Baseline is a system which consists of an AM trained with a single silence model on GALE (ASR) corpus, no preprocessing of female audios, 25 ms analysis window, and similar self-loop scale applied to all phones. +RASC is the previous system with an AM trained with 2 silence models on RASC (TTS) corpus. +FPre incorporates female voice pre-processing to the previous system. +AnWin further reduces the analysis window to 10 ms. Finally, +DM includes a different self-loop scale for vowels and consonants to modify the duration model. F-scores are shown for all phones (All), vowels (Vow) and consonants (Cons), and are further grouped into male and female songs. Using the RASC corpus instead of GALE for AM train- ing improves drastically the performance, with a 44% of relative improvement. Regarding female voices, the F-score obtained by the proposed transformation together with the use of a smaller analysis window is notably higher than the one obtained with the original audios: the F-score of female songs is increased from 0.74 to 0.83 (12% of relative improvement). The variation of the duration model (self-loop scale) introduces little improvement in the mean F-score, but it improves the detection of important phones transitions. In addition, Table 2 includes the best F-score and the three MIREX metrics for comparison. Results are calculated for the alignment of both phone and pinyin boundaries (the latter proposed in MIREX). We want to highlight that we did not have access to the MIREX 2018 evaluation dataset in order to perform a direct comparison to our method. Nevertheless, metrics obtained with our corpus for pinyin-level are slightly better than the ones reported by the CW1 submission of MIREX 2018 (mean PCS = 0.82, mean PCETW = 0.94). Authors are aware that this is not a fair comparison but it is the best option to place the system within the state-of-the-art.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the average F-score as a function of the match window length (from 10 to 300 ms), for the full proposed system (+DM) and the +RASC system. For 100 ms, the average F-score obtained by the proposed system is 0.86, as previously shown in Table 1 . For larger windows, the F-score seems to reach a maximum value of 0.95. For 50 ms window length, the F-score is 0.74, which is still a good value for such a small tolerance. For values lower than 50 ms, the F-score drops notably. In any case, the values obtained by the proposed system are higher than the ones obtained by the baseline system.
Subjective evaluation
The different alignments of a capella recordings were used to generate singing voice following the baseline STS schema of [27] . Briefly, given the lyrics and pitch contour information, the acoustic features generated by a Chinese TTS were timealigned to replicate singing with a different voice. The singing streams generated using the manual alignment followed closely the resynthesized version of the a capella recordings whereas the majority of perceived and observed issues (e.g. artifacts, missing content) were found when the baseline FA was used. An example is shown in Figure 5 where the baseline FA based output (third row) shows significant losses in comparison to the proposed FA system (last row). Note that it was observed that in the few cases were the proposed FA performed worse it generally resulted in smaller artifacts.
To assert the perceptual effect of issues as the one previously described and shown in Figure 5 , we carried out a simple listening test on extracts showing visible differences between the baseline and proposed FA. The three STS outputs generated from the different alignments (manual, baseline, proposed) from sixteen extracts of a female voice song and a male voice song (eight per each) were presented to 16 native listeners who ranked them according to the perceived smoothness of the singing stream (256 evaluation points in total per alignment case). Results are shown in Figure 6 in terms of the percentage of times each system was ranked at each position. Clearly, the baseline FA was found systematically to be the worst, whereas the resulting confusion in the preference between the manual and proposed FA suggests no significant difference between both alignments. Despite a few cases in which the proposed system performed the worst, in an informal observation among different singing content these trends did not change overall.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a methodology based on pre/postprocessing a customized DNN-HMM forced-aligner to automatically align lyrics and singing for STS purposes. Unlike other lyrics-to-audio alignment applications STS requires accurate phone-level precision. From the experiments carried out the following conclusions can be drawn. First, an acoustic adjustment (pitch and spectral features) towards the speech range and the adaptation of the analysis window introduced important improvements. Second, the consideration and modeling of different types of silence led to better detection of their boundaries. Third, the use of a TTS corpus for AM training drastically increased the alignment performance. Fourth, a modification of the HMM transition probabilities alleviated the lower performance observed in the alignment of vowels due to duration differences between speech and singing. Finally, although the MIREX dataset could not be considered in our evaluation, our performance was found to be comparable to state-of-the-art for word-level lyrics-to-audio alignment.
As future work the authors are considering the generalization of the results on English, Korean, and Japanese as well as the use of actual singing voices for AM training.
